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The County
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Largest
Circulation In The
City; Largest
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The County
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IN OUR 77th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, October 12, 1956

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol. LXXVII No. 243

PARADE STARTS AT 10:00 ON SATURDAY
Mercury Dealers And
Team Has Good Attitude And,Families
Attend
Alexa
nder'
'57
Mercury
Showing
lbesire To Win Says

•.

CAMPAIGNING COAST TO COAST

Tourney-Wise Full Day Is Planned Tomorrow
Is Theme Of With Parade As The Highlight
tKirksey Eagle

Mr. and Mrs_ Aubrey Hatcher
Rex Alexander, head basketand Mr. and Mrs. Charlgs Wilball coach at Murray State Col- ophomores with several freshson and daughter, Cynthlii, have
SI
The parade for Calloway or horses that would like
lege was the speaker yesterday
to
returned from Miami, Florida,
County Day will begin at Mur- enter in the contest is asked
at the Murray Rotary Club.
where they participated in the
ray High School at 10:00 Satur- to be there at 1:00 p.m.
At
He was introduced by James
national showing of the 1957
"Tourney-wise" will be t h e day morning and will parade 2:30 Judge Waylon Rayburn will
Lassiter.
Mercury.
theme of the Kirksey High down town and back to the announce and crown "Miss CalAlexander spoke on the prosThe local Mercury dealers and
basketball team this season and school. The Murray High School loway County" and her two
lipects for Murray StaTe College
their families went to Miami on
they look forward to at least Band will lead the parade. All attendants. They will be escorted
in the coming cage year and
participants in the parade are off the field in an ox cart.
October 2 and returned on Wedfour.
told the Rotarians about some of
nesday.
The Eagles will be host to the urged to be at the high school
At 7:30 there will be a square
the players he had on the squad
Mr. Hatcher and Mr. Wilson
annual Blind Tournament Dec. by 9:90 a.m.
dance on the court square conthis year.
report that the Mercury for 1957
19 and 20. and will defend their
After the parade the selection ducated by the Calloway County
He also said that a captain was
title in the "MayfieldInvitational, of the queen and her two at- Square Dance Club. They have.
is truly a "dream car."
elected this year to help in carThe opening announcement of
providing it is held. In addition tendants will take place on the asked clubs in the surrounding
rying the squad through difficult
they
the new 1957 Mercury will be
will
participate in the West side of the court square. area to participate.. The best.
times. Fran Watrous was named
[County Tournament at Murray Following that the prizes for set will be awarded a small
made on October 29 nationally.
by his teammates to be the capState and the District Tourney. the pet and costume parade for prize.
The opening in Miami was for
tain of the 1956-57 season.
Booths will be displayed
dealers
only.
Freshman coach J. W. Jones, the children will be presented
'
• Waldo Sauter will not be
round the square showing Some
with
who will have plenty of com- to the winners.
Over
5,000
dealers
Democratic
from
all
presidential
YORK,
Stevencandidate
Adlai
NEW
IN
the team this year as assistant
Free popcorn will be given of the manufactured and agpany among the new coaches at
parts of the nation attended the
son reaches out to keep balance as well-wishers crowd close on
coach as he Is working on his
county schools, reports that 29 away with the compliments of ricultural products of the county.
showing, filling the hotels of
his arrival at a hotel after speaking to a crowd of 10,000 in the
doctor's degree. Gene Landault,
city's Harlem section. Barely in the photo at left is Stevenson's
have turned out for this 'years Ellis Popcorn Company, Ken- Following are the exhibits and,
Miami.
who appeared in one of the
son John. Man facing away from Vie camera is New York's Gov.
team, including Rob Darnell the tucky Popcorn Company, Miller the stores on the square between
Little information was released
North -South games, will assist
International Soisndphoto), . lone starter from bast year's five. Seed & Popcorn Company, Out- which their booths will be placAvarell Harriman.
to .the public on the new MerAlexander in training the MurJones, who formerly coached land Seed & Popcorn Company,
cury except that it will be longray State club. Garrett Beshear
--/kl-Scou
-Eit-ween Scott's Sinkir.;• Forks, points out that Parker Popcorn Company and
lower,
er,
wider.
and
will also assist this year as well
Corn-Austin.
Shoemaker Popcorn Company.
lack
of
height
The
Mercury
was
will
completely
hurt
t
h
e
s
Rex Alexander
as to coach the Training
Girl Scouts between Corn-Aus.
At 1:30 there will be a mule
School
Eagles, but expresses hopes for
changed at a retooling cost of
team.
pulling contest at the Murray tin - Littletons.
coming
men
a
good
out
Alexander
also,
season.
more
than
100
million
dollars.
a The squad is made up of
Women' Homemaker Club befour said.
Jones released the following High School Holland Stadium.
Sales are expected to be so great
Irseniors, four juniors and
tween Liiletons - Diuguids.
eight
Watrous, 6'4" forward, John that an entire new engine plant
schedule: November 2. Arlington Anyone having a pair of mules
Junior Chamber' of Commerce
Pow lea. Sherill Marginet and will supply all of Mercury's re(T) 6, Fulghani (H) 9, Benton
between Diuguids - National
Bob McLemore are the seniors quirements. Several new pleats
(T) 13, Hazel (T) 16, Lynn
Store.
LONDON. Oct. 12
S. from the same position. A "fix" Grove (H )- 20, MTS (H) 27,
expected to see action this year. have gone tip to supply parts.
Murray High School Band, besearch
planes
converged
today
'
gave
the
position
as roughly New Concord (H) December 7,
The juniors include Quitman bodies and other things necessary
tween National Store - Ben
on
an
area
150
miles
north
'
150
of
miles
north
of the Portuguese South Marshall (H) 14, New
Sullins, a 6'9" center prospect. to supply the demand for the
Franklin.
the Azores where repeated SOS islands which lie off the coast of Concord
Sullins weighs 215 this year and new Mercury.
(Ti 19-20, Blind tourSoil Conservation, between Ben
signals raised hope there may i Morocco.
IS expected to do a good job at
ney 23-29 Mayfield Invitational
Franklin - Wallis Drug.
be
survivors
among
the
39
In.
r New York Pan American (pending) January 4,
While in Miami the group ateasier.
Work has progressed on
Almo (H)
Murray Hosiery M111, between
Howted that three of its trans- 8, Farmington. (H) 15.
tended
the
various
functions Americans missing aboard a IILL•t
ward Brandon's new Circariuna
...Graham &'Jackson.
MTS (T)
Other juniors include Thomas
Tharst
Air
Transport
Serv
ice 1 At antic flights had heard dis- 111,
Subdivision to the point where Darnell 6'4" forward, Taber, 63", supplied by the company f r plane.
Grove (T) 29, Benton.
ErAueerbill CO611,
tress signals and radioed the (H) Si, County
their representatives. Jerry ColoSit can be shown to the
- Dale and
liet wee
Tournament.
public falbot 6'1" guard.
An Air Force spokesman said ; information to the huge air-sea
and
ns
a
of
cast
performers,
100
next week. Over 12,000
Stubblefield.
February
5. Almo (T) 8, FulSophomores are Dale Alexanyards
the signals appeared to be of ' rescue unit mobilized the moA team of ()seri owned by
entertained the dealers. They
of dirt have been moved
4-H Club & Extension Service,
gham (T) 12. Arlington (H) 15.
er, Cary Darnell, Wagooner,
to
the same type transmitted from ment the plane was reported
Jodie Baren will be at the Mule
also went to the Hialeah race;
complete the excavating work Ray, Dingworth,
between Corner of Main - Ler-I
Wyatt, Jackie
survival equipment carried by overdue and presumed lost at South Marshall (Brewers) 19, Pulling contest' tomorrow. The
on the ultra modern streets. Winters
course to see 35 brilliantly pol-;
mans
Farmington (T) 22, Hazel (Hi
and Holmes. Winters
all American military planes. He sea.
oxen will be put through their
These streets will first be graRyan Milk Company. between
24, District tournament.
and Holmes each are 5'8" but ished 1957 Mercurys valued at said they were definitely dispaces
to
see
they
if
Emergency
out
can
Radios
Aboard
.veleri, and next spring paved. Lerman Bros - Rudy's.
about one million dollars. They
are fast. Wyatt has a 6'5" frame
tress signals.
pull the heavy mule teams which
The plane was a C118 Lift4-H Club Girls, between Rudy's
Circarama features streets with
and Dingworth is a 62", 185 were the prototype models of
The Air Force said planes master, the military version of
will be there.
such names as Irene Terrace,
new,
the
line
- Adams.
of
styled
cars
after
streaking to the area from the the DC6. It carried liferafts
pounder. ,
Prizes
$15.00,
of
12.50.
and
Murray Mfg. Co. and Kengas
Earl Court, Glendale Road and
Legens base, used as a mid- and at least three emergency
Alexander said he is looking the XM Turnpike Cruiser.
10.00 have been announced for
Inc., between Adam's - BelkCircarama Drive. The water line
"After attending this gigantic ocean stop on the flight
three different -weight classes
forward to working with t h e
from radio transmitters which c a n
Settle.
opening of the new 1957 Mercury Britain to the United States.
.has already been placed under group of boys
according to Bethel Richardson,
send out SOS signals if a stir-,
who are coming
the streets, and will not interFHA Girls. between Lindsey's
in Miami," the dealers said, "we Trans World Airlines announced
chairman
contest
the
of
out
the
for
this
year.
ivor
merely
'The
turns
team
crank.
a
has
a
fere with street paving.
- Kuhn's.
feel sure that automobile owners in Shannon it was sending three Rescue
Murray
Jaycees.
lot
of
desire
planes
to
able
win
are
locate
to
and has a
Tobacco Board of Trade, beA special feature of Circarama
will want to see the new Mer- of its aircraft to join in the a downed plane
The affair starts at 1:30 in tween Kuhn's to corner of Maple.
from such a
is a neighborhood playground good attitude," he said.
cury
when
it
reaches
our
showsearch.
afternoon
the
Murray
at
High's
signal
through
cross
checking.
He asked the Rotary Club to
with more than two acres playroom"
Area Visibility Good
Holland Stadium and during the
The big transport plane was
ing space. Swings, sand pits and help during the off season by
The weather in the area was carrying 48 enlisted men and
intermission the Queen of Calloother playground equipment will asking boys to come to Murray
The Home Economic Depart- way County will be crowned.
good with scattered to broken two Air Force officers when
be installed by Mr. Brandon. State. More schools are going to
TOBACCO CURING NEWS
clouds at 2,000 feet and visibility it left England for the 1,200 ments from eight dif ferent
The teams will be required
Two-paved walks leading from basketball, he said, which makes
of ten miles.
mile flight to the Azores. The schools will work together in to pull a slide loaded with
the streets to the playground it difficult to hold local 'boys.
The MATS plane disappeared plane's crew was made up of making a booth to be placed in sandbags a certain distance and
By United Press
provides access for all the home
Thursday on a flight from La- three Navy officers and six en- front of Khun's Dime Store for the contest will continue - ,until
Curing
weather
for
tobacco
—
owners and their children in
Calloway County Day, Oct. 13.
a winner is determined for- the
too dry for best curing Thurs- kenheath Air Base in England listed men.
the subdivision. The playground
to the Azores en route to the
The theme for this is "Stars in Light Team class, the MediutnThe two Republican candidates
day
—
will
good
be
today
is so located that no street is
and
United States. It carried a nineHeavy class and the Heavy Class. fin._
Home
PUBLISHER
Economics."
S. Senator will speak here
VISITS
Each
school
Saturday.
the U.S. Weather Buon any side of it, insuring comman Navy crew and 50 Air
chose an area of homemaking to Everyone is invited to come October 17 at the court house,
reau Station here reported.
plete safety from automobiles
Force officers and men.
J. A Gallimore, publisher of put on display. These schools and see the mule teams compete 7:30 p.m.," it was announced by
Relative average humidity will
and other road hazards.
The first distress signal was the Journal-Tribune of Seneca, and their chosen areas are as against each other in this excit- R. M. Coleman, county campaign
range from 35 to 40 per cent this
The subdivision is being openpicked up by Pan American South Carolina and owner of follows: Murray Training, hous- ing contest.
chairman.
afternoon in all sections of Kened on a restricted basis. Only
passenger flight No. 70 flying the radio station in that com- ing, school lunch, adult program;
W. M (Bill) Whitnell. GOP
modern brick or stone homes
Bro. Byron Henry, age 75. a tucky to 80 to 90 per cent to- from London to New York. munity, was
a visitor in the Almo, family relations; Murray
leader. 1301 Sycamore. said that
may be erected, and they must well known minister of the night.
Within seconds the Lagens Air effice of the Ledger and Times High. management;
the public was invited to attend
Concor d.
be located according to sub- Church of Christ died Thursday
University of Kentucky tobac- Force base picked up
a similar yesterday.
foods: Kirksey. clothing; Lynn
the speaking of Ex-Senator John
division specifications. Each home at 9:20 p.m. at his home
co
experts
advised
leaving
barn "definite" distress signal.
on
Mr. Gallimore attended Murray Grove. F.H.A.; Hazel, child care
Sherman Cooper of Somerset hnd
4" must conform to lot restrictions, Murray Route 5. His death was
ventilators closed if tobacco is in
The Aif Force spokesman said State College in 1933. His father and Douglas
FRANKFOT. Oct. 12 (114 —The Thurston Morton, of Louisville,
High and Murray
that is, the homes may not a result of complication
low
case
early today.
the two signals appeared to ne lives at Dresden. Tennessee.
s followDepartWildlife
and
Fish
state
1.Ifigh. health.
who is connected with television
encrouch upon the lot nxet to ing an illnes
of two months.
ment reported Thursday that station WAVE.
it, must be forty-five or more
He is survived by his wife.
improving
at all
ss fishing is
The Republican headquarters
feet, from the street and at
Mrs. Rhoda Henry, Murray Rt.
fishing is located on S. Fourth, across
Kentucky's
major
of
least ten feet from the side
five, one son. Sam Henry of
lakes.
from the post office.
property lines,
• . Murray,
four brothers, Charlie
Black bass rank as the _best
•
•
This modern subdivision will
•
Henry, Murray Route 6, Woodbet at Kentucky Lake and 'Lake
have no equal even in such
son Henry. Metropolis, Illcmois,
Cumberland. and run a close
metropolitan areas as Louisville
Li
Emment Henry, Murray Route 3.
second to crappie at Dale Holand Memphis, Howard Brandon,
orDr. Roy Beaman, a native of of his college work at Murray in doors.
low. Herrington Lake and Dewey
owner, said. It is well located and Otis Henry. Murray goute
Iptiblic. It includes parts of Ro- Lake.
from the standpoint of schools 4. two grandThildren, Peggy and this county and for nine years State, and holds the. Doctor of
A Murray State College faculThe new 64-seater Routemast8114111 and the broader
Kentucky Lake reports that its ty recital by 'Prot. Russtill Terpeofessor of archaeology in the Theology degree from the South- Cr double-deck
and a neighborhood shopping Sammy Henry..
busses', buses
picture of the Far East. On my
Bro.
Henry
eras
a
member of New Orleans Baptist Theological ern Baptist Seminary at Louis- ways being one of
being taken by casting tome, pianist, will be given in
district. Yet, it i far enough
the charms first visit here. May 1950, not bass are
and fly-fishing in the early the Fine Arts Recital -- halt- on
from the congested areas to the Pleasant Valley Churcti ,of Seminary. has been granted a ville.
of London streets, will not be half of what is now
open
could
Christ.
Funeral services will be sabbatical year for study in the
morning and late evening, whne Thursday, Oct. 18 at 8:15 p.m.
provide an "open spaces" atmosDr. Beaman has sent the fol- in general service for another be
seen. A btfrned ceiling, then
held at the Max H. Churchill University of London Institute lowing report on London
at Cumberland, they are being
phere.
Professor Terhune will play
today three years
black
and
charred
from
German
Nex Fridays' Ledger & Times Funeral Home Chapel Saturday of Archaeology.
taken just about everywhere ex- Toccata and Fugue in D Minor
and plans to send several more
The British Museum, that incendiary bombs, has
for some cept on the banks.
Mr. Beaman will be working as his studies will allow.
will feature a complete lay-out at 2:00 p.m. with Bro. Tilman
by Bach (Busoni). Brahm's 'varunparalleled storehouse of arch- years been beautifully
restored.
of the Circarama subdivision Taylor and Bro. Henry Hargis toward the Ph. D. degree in the
iations on a Theme by Pagavini,
The Week In London
aeOlogical artifacts, has recently A warden of the
museum told
showing streets, lots, playground, officiating. Burial will be in the field of Western Asiatic Studies
and Sonata. Opus 57 (Appase._,...
WANSBECK HOTEL. 6 Bed- opened another large area to the me that forty per cent of World
and other features of this mod- Old Salem Cemetery.
with Professor Mallowan
n d ford Place, London, W. C.I. The
sionala . by Beethoven. This latWar II damage still remains to
Friends may call at - the Max Dr. Margaret Kenyon. both not▪ emn development area in Murray.
ter number includes three movefirst week in October goes down
be repaired. The tight budget
H. Churchill Funeral Home. The ed British archaeologists. ProWatch for it!
ments. allegro asset. Andante
in history as a rainy week. The
of the British aftermath of war
Max H. Churchill Funeral Home fessor Beaman flew from New
Cratus Colson, age 25. of Cal- con moto, and allegro ma non
rains last Monday the Evening
calls for slow progress in reis in charge of the arrangements. Orleans to London a week ago.
loway County, was fined a total troppo.
News editorially described "as
storing and re-opening the muEn route he stopped in New grey and rainswept
Miss Emma Helm formerly of
of $170 and costs in a Benton,
Concluding the program will
a Monday as
seum.
Murray fell October 8 at her
FIVE DAY FORECAST
York and New Haven, Conn., even the Meteorlogiea
Kentucky court on Wednesday.
l Office
be these five selections: Etude.
Whew!
The
first
snow
of winhome in Mayfield and broke
for 'conferences about -a book could think
Colson
was
arrested
Sunday
up."
Opus 10. No. 1; Etude. Opus 10,
ter has fallen in Northern Scotby United Press
which he is about to finish on
by State Policeman Dana Stroud
The Marshall quads born that her hip. She is a patient in land Also, snow has
Southwest Kentucky —Partly
fallen in at Aurora and was charged in No. 3; Etude. Opus 10, No. 7;
Kentucky —Temperatures for the Dead Sea Scrolls. Harper day
the Fuller-Gillam Hospital in
in the Southend of London
Etude, Opus 10, No, 8: Etude,
many parts of eastern and cencloudy and warmer today, to- the five - day period.
the Marshall County Court with Opus 25. No 5; and
Saturday and Brothers have urged the to a $35 a week oil refinery pipe Mayfield in Room 201.
tral, France.
Etude. Opus
night and Saturday with chance through Wednesday,
Miss
Emma
has
presentation
many friends
of the manuscript. fitter have caused a sensation.
will average
drunken
driving and
driving 10. No. 12.
Dahlias of various colors and
of rain by Saturday night. High about nine degrees
•
In
Murray.
She
was
He will travel in Britain to Though the
one of the
without a license.
above the
boy did not" live, the first
Members of the public, faculty,
• today in mid - 80s, low tonight normal of 59
Training School Teachers varieties are blooming gorgeously
for Kentucky consult scholars on some of the three girls are progressing
He is being held in the Ben- staff and students
satis- of Murray State
in Regent's Park. A guard at
are invited to
near 60. High Saturday 85 to 90. Warmer Saturday
College and
ton jail awaiting payment of the attend the recital.
and Sunday. knotty problems concerning the factorily.
Some 5:30 a. m. temperatures: Precipitation will
lived in Murray more than the gate told me that frost is fine. Whew
average abouti Scrolls and entered on one of
fel/lased
he
will
be
The moisture-laden wind just twenty
hardly expected before NovemCovington 46, Louisville 45, Pa- one-half inch,
years.
except near one- his five trips there the cave in before the rain
turned over to Trigg- -Countycut as if swept
ducah 61, Bowling Ormn 48. tenth inch extreme
She was active in tchureh ber. Pigeons and ducks around authorities'
Plant evergrases- Dew and deeast In scat- which the manuscripts were off a mighty iceberg. Only
where he is accused
alley and civic work and a member the park lake do not know that
Lexington 49, Lbridon 45 and etred showers
ciduous trees ant- shrubs as
Sunday night or found in 1947.
of
being
implicated
in the rob- soon
cats and a "fool" American dar- of the HelmHopkinsville 52.
as they drop their leaves,
Wear Sunday school it is chilly.
Monday and again about Wed Mr Beaman is a graduate of ed the elements
Even the major- class of the First Christian churAs evidenced by the large bery of L. B. Litchfielci of Gold- recommends N. R. Elliott, UK
Evansville, Ind., 48.
nestles'
Murray High School, did much ity of cats were staying snugly
en Pond on September 29 LitchExtension specialist in hortich in Murray.
(Continued on Page Four)
field was robbed of $1.026.
culture.
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Planes Search Ara Where
SOS Signal
• s A e Cr 0=14 From

Circarama Will
Be Open To
Public Next Week

Oxen Team
Will Be Here
FIK.1 _Day.,

fir — U.

lai

rVerett'?

Home Ec
Groups To
Have Booth

Republicans
To speak Here

Bro. Henry
Passes Away

Bass Fishing
Said • Better

Dr. Roy Beaman Studying At The University Of London
As He ems Sabtatical Year For Study On His PILL).

Miss Emma Helm
Has Broken Hip
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Terhune Will Give
Recital October 18
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

atwaiaRga BY LIDOS* & 113018 P1/111.11111111413
COMPANY, in..
Coraolidation of the Murray Ledger,
The Calloway Times. eet Th.
Times-Herald. October 30,, Ina and
the West Kentuckian. J,•nuery
II. 1042.
4A.MES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
_
We reserve the right to reject any
Advertising. Letters to the Edit.,.
sr Public Voice Items which en our
opinion are not for the
Interest of our readers.

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY,
KY.
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GRID• TEAMS ARE ON - PROGRAM.
1 -I Cd
ars.Lions Yanks And Dod

MAKE WAY FOR YANKS
NEW YORK, Oct. 12 et -A
cl
group of businesswomen yelled
SATIONAL
Soul ball when a hotel here
REPRESENT
- ATIVF.S. WALLA ce u'ermFft CO ina„
IIIIIoiwoe. Morripha. Tenn.; 250 Park Ave..
switched their - meeting to a
Nev. Yoik. 301 N Michigan
smaller room to make way for
See. Chicago; BO Bulyston St.. Boston.
OeCAR
ram.r.
By
s
a New York victory celebraBy JOHN GRIFFIN
Catered at the Post Office. Miirray.
the best of the few other games tion.
tuned Trees Sporn Writer
Kentucky, for transoms a.
United Press Sports Writer
tecarde
d tonight.
&condi Chum Matter
I
••
Now that the Yankee*
Br 'TIM MORIARTY
n d
Remember how it was emSUBSCRIPTION HAWS: By Caner in Murray,
Southe
Dodger
NEW
rn California (No. 71 is
s have followed the MilYORK to — President little wear for the years he hid
United Pisise Sports Writer'
per week Ste. Per
Bloreh Me. In Calloway and astuinutig countie
The Chicago Cardinals and the waukee Braves off the sports the only teem ranked in the top phasized for years to sorely
s, per you Met Else- EkStillee)wer may ,not knew it. crouched behind 41w "late for
and don't tell anybody becaus the Yankees.
where. PA.
Detroit Lions, picked to go no- pages and into the record books, 10 which will be idle on Satur- label items in the medicine cae
binet" Do the same with in' it's a secret, but he's got a vote
"The tougheat pitcher 1. 'Vet where in • the National Football college football takes over the day, and all of the other nine
In Yogi Berra.
FRIDAY — OCTOBER 12, 1956
taught was Mlle Remolds," he League this year. today reigned center ring of the sports circuit'are favored to win. The top sectidides - and keep them out
of children's reach.
recalls. -He'd break an awful as the pro'
only undefeated this week end with a top-notch !clash of the day looms at Ann
••linagine." said the squat man
Lot of curves into the dirt and teams following the second week program that starts under the Arbor, Mich., where 10th -ranked
Yankees, "one of the that's
' Michigan hopes to rebound from ranked Mississippi is favored by
lights tonight.
the toughest pitch to end of action.
polities! parties • asked me to
( its loss to Michigan State by 10 over unbeaten Vanderbilt and
handle. Vic Raschi could be
Ledger and Times File
endorse their candidate. But they
Almost
before you could say
An intersectional game at Mi- ; beating 11th-ranked
hard to handle at times but
Army for ninth-ranked Texas A & M is
Bert Bell, such perennial powers ann, Via., tonight betwee
,011'1_114, old Yoe I'so.aut
by only 7 (wer Houston,
I guest: the tenigheet hme is
n -Inlet the second straight year. A sello %A vote.
as ;he Cleveland Browns, New beaten Mia.ni and once-might out throng
Tens liturdivent, because
ealle
y
gwof
b-1
100,000
he
as
unbeat
S-tlif in theitilli
luatbal
-Be
York Giants and Los Angeles Maryland gets things rolliate
side." he added as aa throws
l television under % h e
nigr'uage'and literature depar
and en and untested Army, a sevenknueklere After the
NCAA limited program will be
Rams have suffered shocking Saturday eight
thor of a book on thildren's literature, tment and'au- after-thought, -some of these knuck:er,a the
of the nation's point underdog, banks on
toughes
t
pitch,
recent
I
ly
had
an
its
upsets, leaving the Cardinals top 10 teams
Drooklin pitchers might be guess,
a cle published in The Elementary
wit teeters* a grid- imighty line to spring an upset. On a regional basis this Saturis the sit-Jeer ball."
English Review, a Democrats."
and Lions as the surprise leaders iron show
day, with Holy Cross-Penri State
m azine published by the National Counc
Yogi's
desigee
biggest
et to .:ilk eves I Top-ranked Oklahoma is a 21thrill
was
"every
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Murray Livestock Co.
— MARKET REPORT

Sales Each Ti6esciajklc2:00 O'clocki

DELUXE 40-INCH POSIrrITTON RANGE

•

COUNT THESE FEATURES...SEE, WHY YOU'LL

Fishing
Report

PLAZA Bake Shop
Bakery Needs

STANDARD
\\OIL

Fuel-Oil
Needs
WHITNELL & SON

Standard Oil 1

MR FRIENDLY

Lasso M•x will help preserve the sweetness and nutritional potency of your silage - and improve
the
palatability and feeding value of your farm feeds.

'FE ckti hovel. :.:
We wiltliek..wiset't /- oety..

BUDGET
IERMS

You gain so much for such little cost ...
when you add LASSO h.. X!

REGULAR S349.9

SPECIAL $23995

-with"Your'OIJRai

THURMOND'S Coal& Feed
COAL - FEEDS - FERTILIZER
CUSTOM GRINDING & MIXING
Phrine 386-J
Murray, Ky.

BILBREY'S
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4 THE BLONDE DIED DANCING

12 41, -A
len yelled 49
itel here
lig
to
a
Way for
celebra-

RrnolP11111

Connie Barton's suspicions were Martin lives hi this building."
"Connie, the guy's inside."
aroused
by her husband
"Sure they do . . . 9 Rhinebeck
-What guy?"
clumsy excuses for his reguiarSteve's
Wed- Place.
nesday night absences. She trailed
That's what they told
"The one we're looking for."
him to • private dance studio
"But, Steve, how do you
and me over the phone."
then realised hi was taking
know ?"
lessons as • pleasant surprise forlance
"This Isn't 9, son.
her.
Keeping herself unnoticed. Connie
"Ile was down. at Rhinebeck
"Oh. sorry..
watched the door of the studio till
Place ..."
Steve left, and went in for a private
let
I
the
door
swing
closed
.
I
word with his teacher. She found
"You've been there already?"
the hurried out of
instructor. Anita Farrell. sprawl
the vestibule of
-Sure, and he was hanging
ed um
;Agile door-shot dead In the
number 11 and Into the vestibule
cortzse'
s
around number 11. Then he got
hand was • paper silhouette
self. Confused. Connie's first of er• of number 9. The name Martin Into the yard
though'
behind it from
was to cover up for Steve.
was not under any of the mailShe
Green
wich Street, but semething
grabbed the silhouette and
the al, boxes. I kept moving until I
pointment book at the unatte
seared
him
away
..."
nded was safely
reception desk outside and
in the vestibule of
nono•
-The cops," 1 said. -There's a
to confront Steve She had went
to believe number 7, but my precaution cop
hla assertions of lauseemee.
on duty there." ,
was neecUms. The young man
Police pr,.mptly got the names
"Oh," Steve said.
ot
mil Miss Farrell's pupils and
didn't think it necessary because
"And anyway, he isn't the one
checking to identify the 7 p m. began
Wed of the cop to go through the
umiak)" waltzer. When Lieut
I phoned you about. My guy
asked Steve his lesson time.tat::t11.01 motion of visiting the phantom
was there, tno. And the cops
said s o'clock Saturday FromSteve Martins.
He breezed right past scared him away."
the
stolen appointment book Steve
took number 9 on his way towar
the lesson time of • Ralph Tolley
d
"What?"
whom Bollina
Christopher Street.
contacted-ve
"Yes. That's a real popular
Using the name Hester Frost. t
and
I set out after him. I knew spot, Anita'
• with • plan in mind to
s apartment."
save S•eye
Connie got Miss Farrell's
now
that
apart
the
ment he was
teaching
-Tell me about your guy."
Yob. Connie noticed • ventila
Intere
tor
sted
in
in
was
Anita
Farrell's.
the ceiling of Studio R-the
I told him ebout my guy, and
room-and set about explorimurder The fire step in discovering why I said.
-Now you tell me about
possibility of the gunshot ng the would be to find
having
out
who
this
your guy."
come from there. While up on
• cat- young man was. He turned left
walk over the false ceiling,
"I've told you all 1 know. Exshe heard
from the studio next to hers
• man on Christopher toward Sheridan cept that I follSwed him
and • girl arguing whether
here ...
chance going to 'Rhinebeckhe should Square. I went as far as Chris- he's here now."
topher, then stopped, realizing
Th.it is where the late alias Place.
Farrel'
-We'v
e
got to know more."
lived, at No. 11.
that I mustn't follow him.
"Yes. Connie, I may be preConnie phones Steve and tells
him
He hadn't expected to find a judiced,
to meet her there. When
she arrives
but
I think he'd just iove
she spies a determined young
man In policeman on duty at Anita's to tell you all about
a hurry.
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was emto Isafely
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inder
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be
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himself.apartment
I hadn't, either.
"Oh? Mu yea." I had forgot111
There was a possibility that ten I
was a blonde. I got out my
CHAPTER 11
The young man bounced past Steve would make the same mis- lipstick. "Describe him for me."
take. I would have to wait for
-He's at the bar . . . sitting
I me, hie heels beating
a fre- him here, warn him agains
t blun- right in front of
netic rhythm on the sidewalk.
the cash
He dering into the police as the
register."
was a good looking kid, but at
young man had.
"Don't go far away, Steve."
the moment his face was cloude
d
I was beginning to worry about
with trouble. It wasn't a
"Don't worry about that
face what was taking Steve so long
built for that This boy looked
I waltzed into the Feather
when a cab pulled up to the
as though he should have been
Club, spotte
laughing it up with the crowd at curb and stopped. The driver and climbe d the cash register
d up on a stool two
the corner drug store back home. leaned out at me.
down from the man in front of
-You Mrs. Barton?"
• I hoped my hunch was wrong;
it.
The bartender accosted me. I
"Yea."
09 as I watched him over my shoul"Hop In. Your husband sent me ordered a sherry. I looked in the
der I hoped he would turn Into
mirror
at Steve's man. He was
to pick you up."
one of the other houses on the
-Pick me up . . . where is looking at a lusty redhead at the
block. But it wad Anita Farrell's
far end of the bar. I had comhe?"
apartment house he went Lito.
"At the Feather Club. If he's petition.
I hurried back to number 11.
gone when you get there, you're
My first impression of the man
As I entered the vestibule the
to ask the bartender for a mes- was that he was proud of
inside door was just settling back
himsage."
self. He liked his looks, the cut
into its franc. I re-opened it an
didn't
I
of
his
RI
this
clothe
at
all.
s,
"Was
the
debonair, way
inch or two and listened. Footmy husband sober?"
he smoked his king sized, filter
steps were thudding on the stair
"Par as 1 could telt"
tipped
cigare
tte.
Actually, he
carpeting. They stopped, and I
"Where was be when you saw was handsome after a
rather
* heard a strong, rough voice say,
him?"
blatant fashion. I couldn't tell
"Where you headed, son"
"Outside the Feather Club. I how tall he was, but he
was
The next voice was the one I was
parked there. What's wrong slender, dark, and he had big
had heard from the catwalk . . .
don't you want me to take brown eyes, bedroom eyes, a bedover the Crescent SchooL My
you to him?"
room with a Hollywood sized bed
hunch had been right; this young
"Well ... yes, I suppose so." in it It was with surprise
that
man had just hurried down
here I got into the cab. "This is nice 1 noted he did not have
a musfrom the studio next to mine.
of you, thanks.'
tache.
He
defini
tely
gave the
'What d'ya mean, where am I
"It's an easy tan bucks. Thank initial impression of having
a
beaded?" he said. "Who are you."
well-w
axed,
Adolp
he
1denjo
b type
you?"
Ten dollars. That was 1111't mustache.
"I work for the city, eon. portan
t money in our faintly. So • Be turned his
aliSek head and
Pollee department"
It was Important that I join caught me exami
ning him. I let
'The police ... what are you Steve
at the Feather Club. I my eyes tinges admiri
doing here?*
ngly on his
hoped it was more Impart= face a moment
I almost amned
"Haven't you any idea?"
than finding out who the
at him, but not quite. I let him
"No..."
man in Anita's place was, and know that I,
while not totally
"Where you headed, eon?"
why he was there.
Inacce
ssible, would be a chal"'To see some friends of mine,
"
The Feather Club was a tourist lenge to his
allure. Then I
the young man said. He spoke
trap on Seventh Avenue below dropped my eyes.
I took a dainty
easily. If he had anything tie
be Sheridan Square. It was too early zip
of
my
sherry
. I sneaked a
nervous about, he wasn't *bowin the evening for the nearly glance at the
red-ha
ired woman.
ing it. "They live on the top
naked ladies whose blown-up pic- She was glarin
g at me, and I
floor. I just dropped in to say
tures decorated the front of the knew that I was
in.
joint to be in action. I got out
"What's the name of your of the cab
and beaded for the
One man becomes sere Steve
* friends?"
silver door between the girls. Is the 'Waltz
er' sought by
"Martin. Janie and Ed Martin." Steve steppe
d out of it to inset police, tomorrow, In Chapt
er 12
There's nobody named me. He drew me to one
side.
of "The Blonde Died Dancing."

we

in. free of
reak, risks
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Government Announces Rocket Movies Longer
Flown At Speed Of 6,864 MPH Than Ever,
TV Follows
By CHARLES CORDDRY
United Rival Staff Correspond
ent

LANGLEY FIELD, Va. (1.11 —
The government, announced
that
it
has launched
the speediest
rocket in history. It reached
8,864 miles an hour —
more
than
10 times the speed of
sound.
With th is scientific
breakthrough, it said, t he
United
4

GIORGI CREED gleefully displays a rare find, a miniature
Franklin half-dollar, which he
holds beside a normal size half
In Philadelphia. The half resembles its normal size counterpart in every detail except size,

as much as $50,000.

two
hours and 45 minutes;
"Friendly
Pm-suasion" lasts
nearly
that
long. Ninety
minutes used
to
be par fir a movie 15ut
"Raintree
Coianty.' Ili another
three-hour
film.
Televisi,•n is taking
up the
idea and lengthening its
programs An hour show
was considered daring until NBC
initiated the -spectacular"
idea —

The
program
has a
budget
of $150,000, staggering for
TV.
The f irst play, "Forb
idden
Area," boasts six stars, includ
ing
Charlton Heston, a
veteran

the longest movie extant, "The
Ten Commandments." That Movie
kept him tied 'up so long in
a
wait-length
board
a nd
40
pounds of •chains that "Play

house 90" will be his first TV
90 role in a year.

Once
upon
a time moviepre- makers weren't sure
an audience
sent.
would sit still for longer
glen
Four-Stage Rocket
a ten-minute reel. But
movie
The record
speed
of
6,884 studios made pictures this year
miles an hour was reach
ed by that are feats of endurance to
a four-stage rocket
in a soaring customers of the popcorn palace
s.
flight over the Atlantic
"The Ten Commandments,"
Ocean.
all
Officials
said 'several
of the ten of them, is the champion.
35-foot, 8-inch rockets went
as The picture runs three
hours
high as 200 miles,
within 50 and 39 minutes, plus a tenmiles of the altitude record
minut
e
intermission,
for
meaning
rockets.
you'll be nearly four hours
older
NACA officials indicated
by the time you walk, muscl
es
that
some rockets
may
have gone stretching, out of that one.
even faster than the
"Giant," the Rock Hudson
publiclydisclosed record. They
said the Elizabeth Taylor - Jimmy Dean
immediate goal of the
research film, stretches to three hours
is to develop "airplanes
speedy and 17 minutes. Director George
enough to shrink the globe
until Stevens originally had, a fiveany two points will be
within hour movie, but cut out more
a comfortable day's journe
than an hour because of the
y."
The research apparently
unwritten laws about working
is
connected with the planned
X-I5 movie patrons overtime.
rocket
plane which
w ill
be
capable of flying at speed
s of such missiles would rise to 20,000
more than 4,000 miles
an hour degrees, far
hotter
than
the
and at altitudes of more
than sun's surface temperature.
38 miles. It may be ready
to
Officials
said
the
Sept. 27
fly in about two years.
crash of the X-2 rocket plane
NACA officials did not men- in Califo
rnia
"inevitably
will
tion the X-15. But they
said slow that rate of full-scale flight
manned aircraft able to fly faster
research" needed for developthan 3,300 miles an hour —
or ment of the X-15. Before the
more than five times the
speed crash, the X-2 reached record
of sound — "appear within the
speeds and heights of 1,900 miles
realm -of relatively early attain
- an hour and 126,000 feet.
ment."
With the power generated by
Hotter Than Sun's Surface
rockets, the
NACA
said, the
The other immediate goal
is nation now can plan for the
the development of a ballistic
13,200 mile an hour IBM, 18,000
missile that could span ocean
s mile an hour earth satellites of
in a matter of minutes without
"tomorrow," and 20,000 mile an
being destroyed by heat generathour "space craft that will come
ed by friction Surface heat on
soon after."
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SUNDAY and MONDAY
"44,74 VICTOR MATURE• GUY MADISON
Plum'
ROBERT PRESTON

•=tr,

Timm Mew
Pasoemult
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JAWS WINTWv; ANNE PISCROFT

MIMS

Because

Dodge And Plymouth
Are

Three Years Ahead
Before You buy —
Before you make your
selection —
Before you do
anything —
Wait

For The Nesir

DODGtPLYMOUTH
Coming October 30

Taylor Motor Co.
Phone 1000

303 So, 4th St.
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TWO ACTION PACKED HITS — BOT
H IN COLOR

41's 1960

5,1 -
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your armchair.

$100
million laboratories. GoVer
Timent
and industry officials were

$50,000 Coin

and he believes It may be the
rarest coin in the world, worth

States can plan constr
uction of,
inter-continental ballist
ic missiles
with a speed of
13,200 miles
an hour and "space craft"
that
By ALINE
MOSSY
will achieve speeds of
more United Press
Staff Correspondent
than 20,000 miles an
hour.
The fantastic speeds were
HOLLYWOOD Ut —
disMovies
closed by the National
Advisory are longer than ever — and
Committee for Aeronautics,
the even television is following suit
government's top
aviation
an
re- with
hour-and-a-half
live
search agency, during
a semi- drama in the hope you'll
stay
public inspection
of
fascinated in
its

PAGE THREE
TV Programs ',Whetted
minute musicals — two
seasons
"War and Peace" lasts
three ego. Now CBS-TV is
serving
hours and we minutes
before tip 90-minute
live drama on
the theater goers can
retreat a
new
show, "Playhouse 90"
from
Moscow. "The Spirit
of (beginning Thursday
920 EDT).
St. Louis" goes on
for
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Women's Page

Club News

Jo Burkeen, Editor .. . Phone 694-M-4 or 763J
,1Irs. J. B.
Opens !Ionic For
The Ilornints Circle
Mrs.

Weddings

SOCIAL CALENDAR

(Personals)

Activities
Locals

Mission Study Held
Wednesday Morning,
By M urra
ScS

duality.

(Continusd From Pegs One)
I The British timepieces were
place given the Suez situation
officially turned back an hour
Mr. and Mrs. J. A McKellar In the daily press, tenseness
fills Saturday night and Sunday. That
of Tulsa. Oklahoma, and Mr. the air. Slight fluctu
ations in means that more than one
thousand Mrs. Pat Cox of Paducah, finance are confined in the large
and clucks in the royal palaces
sistar of Mrs. J. E. John-sun of to big money, however.
0 n e required the services of t h
e
Murray MK* visitors of Mrs. observer told the that
the corn- royal clock - winder.
Windsor
Johnson's daughter, Mrs Mah- mon man hardly feels the
change. Castle leads the way with
360
lon Frizzen and family over the
Prime Minister Edon's chill clocks. Balmoral in Scotland has
weekend
and confinment to the hospital 250, and Buckingham Palace and
•• • •
hit the front page in more than Santirmgham trail along w It h
about 160 each. Does that mean
Deborah Ann is the name 1 one daily and on more than
one
,
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Billy day.
Joe lime, 203 North Sixth Street,
Similar promicince is accorded
for their daughter, weighing six
pounds nine ounces, born on news about the details of the
Wednesday, October 3, at the "safari" of Princess Margaret.
4 ,
Murray Hospital.
-/
The surge' of Gaitskell toward
••••
more power if hailed by the
Laborites.
Half of U. S. farmers' cash
receipts came from the sale of
A series.of articles on t h e
five major commodities -- cattle confirmation
of the Bible by
,
holesale milk, hogs, cotton, and archaeological
discovery
h a a
,A heat.
caused a wide sensation. The
title is "Science admits the Bible
was right." Dr Werner Keller,
a German scholar, in the author.
The series is really an earnest
of the forthcoming publication
of Keller's work in English.
The tragedy of the explosion
PRESIDENT EISENHOWER'S Insistence on "quite perfect safeof the pride of Britons, the maguards" I. slowing a worldwide
jestic Vulcan bomber, as it was
drive for placing limitations on
landing, brings back thoughts of
hydrogen bomb tests, atomic
the ill-fated Comet whose metal
scientist Dr. Ralph E. 1..app
fatigue handicapped British jettells a radio audience in Washproductios4and took many lives.
ington. Dr. Lapp pointed out
Nevertheless, the new Comet is
that the President's statement
ng perfected. In the meanrejecting Adiai Stevenson's prot e, the spirit of the British
posal for seeking an end to
is
'shown in that the British
OyerNimb explosions did not menssas Aircraft Corporation is
•"!th.
pur(International)
chasing American jets as
soon
as they are obtainable.
Not yet hays the dailies gotten
back to pre-war size. The
appearance in column width among
the different dailies is
quite
characteristic' of British indivi
-

Friday, October 12
dist Church will meet
J. it Wilson was hostess
ith Mrs.
North
Murray
Homemakers ), Alice Jones at 1627 1.iiiner Avefor the ma-coma of the Morning
The second mission study
on
Circle of the Woman's Society will meet at the home of Mr, nue at two-thirty &Clock.
the "Church in Southeast
Charli
Crawf
e
Asia"
ord
at
1:30
•
•
•
•
p.
m.
of Christian Service of the First
was
held
by the Woman's Soci• • ••
Methodist Church held on TuesThe Dorcas Sunday School ety of Christian Service of the
Saturday, October 1$
day. October 9. at her home on
-The Captain Wendell Oury 1 Class of the First Baptist Church First Methodist Church in flte
North Sixth Street.
chapter. of the DAR' will lasoetj will meet at the City Park fur recreatfonal hall on Wednesday,
In
of the program was
October 10. at nine-thirty o'clock
Mrs. Ray Munday Mrs. Paul T. at the home of Mrs. E. J. Baal,' a costume PartY and wiener in
the morniug.
Lyles read the scripture after at two-thirty o'clock with Mrs.' roast at seven-thirty o'clock.
•• ••
which Miss Alice Waters led in P. A. Hart as cuhostess.
Mrs. J B. *bon presided at
•• ••
M
y Assembly No. 19 Or- the study. Reports on
prayer.
Southeast
M
mi
x
o
d
0
Octob
f
t
der
h
er
the
Rainbow for Girls Asia and Indo China were given
The chairman of the circle.
Circle
W
15SCS of will Wei at the . Masonic_
Mrs. J. C. 'Brooks, Presided et
hy Mrs. A.
Doran and Mrs.
the /Use
ist , Church will I at seven-fifteen o'clock.
the meeting.
I... R. Putnam respectively. "0
meet
at
711S
•
•
In
•
•
the church par- ,
Refreshments were served by
Zion Haste" was the solo sung
The Woman's Missionary Soc- by Mrs. Robert Baar,
the hostess. Members present Tor.
accompan•
•
•
•
iety of the First -Baptist Church ied by Mrs. Richard Farrel
were Mesdames Ray Monday,
l.
The Young Women's- Class of 1 will have a covered dish lunch
"Jung
Hughes, Glenn Doran,
le Prize" was the title
the
First
Baptis
eon
t
Churc
at
11:45
h
will;
with
Pa
the
•
Lyles, C. C. Lowry. J. C.
executvie of the playlet directed by Mrs.
Brooks, Herbert Dunn. Hugh meet at the home of Mrs. W. L. board meeting at eleven o'clock. Charles Mason Baker. Those
Polly,
,
Whitn
•
ell
•
•
•
•
Ave.,
at seven- ,
Houston, Bryan Tolley. Verne
having parts were Mrs. R o y
Wedaseday, October 17
Kyle. J. B. Wilson, and Pogue thirty o'clock. This will be the I
Farmer. Mrs. George Kimball,
&gnus
lialle
;
weev party.
Outland. Visitors
.• ! The J. N. Williams chapter of Mrs. 'Olin Moore, Mrs. John
were MOE.
••• •
k••••.4/•
the United Daughters of t h e Thomas Irvan, and
Alice Waters, Mrs. Bill Hamrick,
Mrs. Ben
The Alice Waters Cizgle oY 'the! Confederacy will meet at the Grogan.
and Mrs. J. E. James.
First Methodist Chnnalt-tirM meet home of Mrs. W. P. Rober
.• • •
•
ts at
The hostess, Mrs. Audrey Simin the; social ball of the Church two-thirty o'clock. Mrs. D.
F. mons. served coffee and doughat seven-Maly o'clock.
McConnell and Mrs. M. D. Hol- nuts to those
.present.
Tuesd
ay,
ton
Octob
will
er
be
the cohostesses.
By
16
Circle No. 2 of the WSCS of •
•• • 4
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Thomas
the First Methodist Church will
Thursday. October 111
Norman of Dexter Route Orie
Temple Hill C.hapter NO 511 meet at the
The quarterly meeting of the are the parents of a
home of Mrs. MarY
son, Terry
Order of the Eastern Star held Alexander, Olive Exten
ded. Mrs. Blood River Baptist Association- Ken, weighing seven pounds 21
/
2
its regular meeting and installa- • Uglier Murril
l bits charge atithgparWISIT-Will be held at Cherry ounces, born on Monday, Octobon of officers at the lodge, hall ; Program.
, Corner Church at ten o'clock.
her 1, at the Murray Hospital.
on Thursday evening, October 4.
••• •
Mrs. Jean Weeks of Murray
Circle I of the WSCS
thej
was the installing officer. She First Methodist
Church will meet l
was assisted by Mrs. Ruth Wil- Old the church at
two - thirty,
hams of Murray. marshall; Miss , o'clock. Mrs.
Albert Lassiter • I
Sue Mahan of ,Murray. chaplain; j will be'the hostess.
Mrs Dorothy Boone of Murray,'
•• • •
organist; Mrs. Belva Dill of Mur- I Circle IV of the
First Meth , ray. warder; Raymond Wrather, I
sentinel.
Homemakers
New officers are Mrs. Modem' Ho
Grogan. worthy matron; Charlie
Lassiter, worthy patron; Mr,
•
Ruby Grogan. associate .m2-r
John Grog:1n, assivizte p. - •
Mrs
Julious Cooper opened
, ner home for 7 he October meet1'.•am.:. Grogan, treasurer: Mrs ing of the Pleasant Grove HorneWratisert—eurvehderrsec-"
makeeli --Cluer'wirtr!ffre:":
MARGARET SULLAVAN (above)
1 412his ,
Mrs. Rhoda Nell Herndon. as- 'Boyd
presiding.
established something of a TV
t
s-reime coruinctress: Sirs. R ti • h;
ne
milestone in New York, it is
lesson on "What's ;
Lassiter. chaplain; John Harve, New In Home Furnishings" was
believed, by being the first 81.111'
Perkins.. marshall; Mrs. Vireinia
to fail to show up for the show.
t);)- Mrs. Marvin
lrum the Harris Grove Club.
Husband Kenneth Wagg said
Galloway. organist.
I
the 47 - year -old star was in
Sear points are Mrs. Ruby 1 Officers for the new
club year !
a hospital suffering from
Robrrts, Adah; Mrs.
a areeffirs. liafford Story. presi'strain." The show she didn't
Perkins. Ruth: Mrs. Amnia Etob- deer Mrs. Denni
s Boyd. vicedo would have been 'The Pilot"
crisp, Esther; Mrs. Alva Williams, president; Mr.
Toy Brandon,
on Studio On.. (international/
Martha: Mrs. Ovie Galloway, secretary - treasurer;
Mrs. Autry
Electa: Mrs. Julie Griffin. ward- McReynolds. public
ity; Mrs. Hal,
er; Jack Griffin, sentinel.
let Stewart and Mrs. - Julious.
Following the close of t h e Cooper. major
project leaders;
chapter a social hour was en- Mrs. Clifton Jones
and Mrs.- Bob
joyed. Other visitors besides the Orr, main lesson
leader: Mrs.
installing officers were Mrs. Mil- Autry . McReynolci
s, landscape;
dred Bell and Peter Kuhn of Mrs. Preston Brand
on, citizenMurray. Mr. Kuhn is the grand ship; Mrs. Bob Orr,
recreation.
repersentative of the Masonic
Mrs. flatlet Stewart read the
Body of Mexico.
devotion after which Mrs. BIB
Wrather led in prayer. Mrs. Toy
Brandon called the roll.
TO SAVE MONEY
Nine members were present.
Visitors were Mrs. Marvin Parks,
On Tour Plumbing
Mrs. Bill Wrather. Mrs. Macon
Rickman ,and Mrs. Ed Rickman.
The next meeting will be held
DR. WILLIAM FEINILLOOM tries his new "vision corrector" lens on
in the home of. Mrs. Autry Ke-.
PLUMBING CO
Mrs. Anne Burns of. Pekin. II!.. at demonstration in Chicago before
Reynolds.
the Illinois Federaton of the Blind. Dr. Feinbloom says the lens
restores sight to pelauns with as little as 2 per cent vision. Said
Elk
Mrs. BUMS, "It was like living fur years behind a closed door and
having it suddenly opened." •
/ I aternationa0

F.

Dr. Roy ...

that British
Minded?

royalty

is

clock-

Food is better but "dearer"
than on my former visits to London.
A w anima at Bowstroet affirmed. "I swear to tell the truth,
the whole truth, and anything
but the truth." A daily put this
rich nuggest of error under the
heading "Unvarnished." A wife
at North London court exclaimed, "He knows ten more tricks
'
than any monkey."

---- Ike 'H' Critic

•

TV Milestone'

Installation Held
Temple Hill ()ES
Thursday Evening

SIGHT RESTORED FROM 2 PCT.

ERADICATE

Club
.1Iets In Home
(If Mrs. Cooper - -

PREVEN1

DESTRUCTIVE TERMITE
FREE INSPECTION

Phan. 441

Kelley's Pest
Control

Side Sq.

Ph. 193-J

•

•

•

„k
VARSITY BARBER SHOP
(In The National Bldg.,
on W. Main)
IS
NOW

TERMITES '
--Licensed and Insured—
Sam Kelley

E.

Open
STAFFORD CURD, Extra Barbe
r, along with
the owners wish to thank

their friends for
their loyalty of the past and invit
e them to
visit their new location.
BUD MYERS and ELGIN
UNDERWOOD, Owware-,''

"Jersey cows help keep boyson thefarm"

Elroy Sykes

•

1

ROBBIE'S

THE SULTAN, NO LESS

BEAUTY SHOP
-205 So. 13th Street

Will Be Closed

•

OCTOBER 15 to 20

Pictured above ale Nr. and Mrs.
Bryan Murdock and two of their sons, Kenneth
and Pat,
who live on an 86 acie farm in the
Lynn Grove
community. Some of the partn
ership herd of
twelve Jersey cows appear in the back
ground.

... WILL BE OPEN AS USUAL
BEGINNING OCTOBER 22

When asked,"Why do yots_milk cows
?", Mrs.
Murdock stated, The cots -have
been a 'great
incentive, to the boys to remain on the farm because milk from these cows has
kept them in

TODAY
and SAT.

AiWedivISE'

spending money." Mr. Murdock said, "We
like
a check corning in every two weeks as
we
can
pay light, gasoline, grocery bills, and
other incidentals rather than having to check
on our
savings."
This farm is operated on a father and
sons
partnership basis with the boys recei
ving
half orithe income from the cows in addition oneto a

BIG FEATURES
f•

TONY

PAT

ERNEST %WARTY'

CURTIS • CUM • BEG

SQUARE JUNGLE
•

has built up the
fertility of the farm from
the use of manure
from the cows until he has
dark tobacco and can grow doubled the yield of
clover anywhere ton
the farm.
Mr. Murdock has been selli
he does not remember when he ng milk so long
started. The present herd is the result of
artificial breeding, good
feeding and management and
has been raised
on the farm.
The Murdocks- use the dairy
cows to market
the feed crops grown on the
of the best producers of Grad farm. They are one
e
and we at Ryan Milk Comp C railk on B-route,
any appreciate prck
ducers who realize the dairy
cow is a great asset to farm life.

Farmers, why not start now to keep your
sons on the farm, pay
bills and plan your farm program around the
incidental
dairy cows?
Ryan Milk Company is always at your
service to build a better hom
better community through a better dairy
e and a
program.

PAR 11111•M MCIU-11111 BMA

Barefoot
Battaliov

Loommoimmimismor ,

share from the crops. They
have a well balanced
crop program of corn,
hay, dark and air
cured
tobacco. Mr. Murdock says he

Ryan Milk Company

PeNCESS MAINIARST smiles charmingly as she is escort
ed by the
Sultan of Zanzikar In his royal palace. The princess
Is touring
Britain's African Colonies.
(Ie.r-r-timtallioundpketoi

"Helping Build A Better Community"

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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4,000 Mile An Hour Plane
Will Fly 38 Miles In Air

its to Lon'street at1 the truth,
i anything
y put this
under the
." A wife
exclaim-,
lore tricks

a By CHARLES COOO
DAY
way, however. They pointed out
halted Pram Staff Csersepent
ent that the X-2 had been flown
by
WA.SHINOTON(91 — The gov- the Air Force for exploration of
ernment isplanninS a new Its overall abilities but had not
been turned over to resear
rocket - powered research
ch
airscientists for step-by-step study
plane capable of flying at
speeds
ol the tough problems facing
of over 14,000 int/es an
hour at
altitudes of more than 18 miles, future 1,000-mile-an-hour combat planes.
It wes learned today.
The airplane would have been
The airplane, designated
the
useful during the next two years
X.15, may be ready to fly
in
for solving control, friction, and
about two years.
other problems, while the X-15
It is under the knot devel
opis being developed.
ment of the National Advis
ory
Committee on Aerona
utics, the
Rocket °Waseca
Air Force, the Navy and
North
The X-15 will fly so high that
American Ayiatien, Inc.,
Los normal airaraft controls will
be
Angeles. It has Been
mentioned of little or no value. Instea
d of
In congressional hnony, but
such control surfaces, it is exdetails have been secret.
pected to haw small rockets,
BOW Talon X:2
mounted at the - wing tips, to
The N-IS wail eagred the tin.
sontrol its direction.
records of the X-2, the
Tne Air Force told the Senate
Ilieket research plans which
atie Power subcommittee
last
trashed last
onth.
sprits that needed 19 millio
n
,Air Force . elnerstary Ckesak
l 41. dollars for the X-15 progr
am
Qtgaries told the gents* sonfaigduring the fiscal year that startonce of the National Guard
Aa- ed lest July 1. It was allowed
8
sociation at ,Spokane, Wash.
..that
Capt. Milburn 0.. Apt 'Wee ItgLt. Gen. Donald L. Putt,
Air
Ins at a .reileed speed just before
Faroe deputy chief of staff
for
the crash et tio x.2;
•
develojament, gave the money
This indicated that the X-2's
fifPires• Olier tiate on the airSpeed on its fateful
must plane were deleted from
t h e
eve reached close to it,00 miles
published feerand.
an hour. Quarles said that 'Capt
.
If practieal warplans follow
Apt shortly before his death was the
X.15,iittler about the same
flying fater than any other hutimg iiiteat as they have, folman being has been known to
loafed.' earlier.taisaich alibraft,
fly.
4,000-title-an-hour comba
t types
On another flight, the X-2 was
would. bd. ektgcted in the
midreported to have flown to an
al- 12600:
titude of some 24 miles.
Speed'Doubted
.
'
4
But the X-15 will fly aboixt
twice as fast as the X-2 and
Rout 15 miles higher.
han
—n•I Swim
There have been published reports that the loss of the X-2,
By WILLIAM EWALO
after several successful resear
ch United Panda Staff Correspondent
missions, was made relatively
NEW YORK GPI —The chann
less important by the fact that
el
the X-15 is being developed.
Pat getroll, liftert makes
Authorities do not see it that
a
belated heti/. bit the Sid Caesar
show this Saturday night, has
bees tint on n strenuous reducMg diet. Pat ballooned 30
pounds atter turning out a little
production of her own last
inonthJ—a boy. Sean Robert.
Sammy Cahn, who turned out
such tunes as "I'll Walk Alone"
and "Teeth Me Tonight," has
been talking to NBC this week
about a possible Spec...Charles
Collingwood gets the nod as
narrator of the new CBS museum show, "Odyssey," which
kicks off in January.
NBC will beam four of its
shows out of the new Americana
Hotel in Miami Beach in December as part of a 80th anniversary
blpw-out of the network—those
tapped are "Today," "Home,"
"Tonight" and the Perry Como
show.
Zsa Zsa Gabor, guest of Tennessee Ernie Ford on his new
show Oct. 18, knows an actor
who has a terrible speech impediment—his wife..."Sheroff Of
Cochise" is trying to land that
167-year old gent, Javier Pereira,
for a role in their series—they're
not sure, however, how to cast
him.
"Break The $250,000 Bank,"
NBC-TV's new giveaway show
SOVIET Foreign Minister Dmiwill team a Democrat with a
tri Shepilov looks a bit windRepublican on its first program
blown as he faces microphones
— the GOP's Elsa Fields who
and a barrage of reporters'
is running for the New York
411) questions on arrival in New
York to take part in the UV* State Assembly and the Dem's
look-see at the Suss problem. Eleanor French who is gunning
He's shows at Lillewlid airport, for a New York State Senate
where his respenes Is questions
seat. Their. category will be
Involved wards hest hard* any "Successful Women."
informatIca.
Rocky Graziano is Mulling
(Inferendintinl)
over a TV * series based on
juvenile delinquency, "Code J.
D."
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OFFICE SUPPLIES AND E UIPME
Z0,-4 a

WE ARE NOW DEALERS FOR

vi

immtht#41

..•

LYON Steel
Equipment
See Us For Your Office Equipment
Needs Today

Lyon Folding Chair
FOR STUDENT
OD OFFICE USE

Five Models
Several Colors
Come In Today To See Them

0,018 Steel"SALESMAN'S"Desk
This

handsome Cele steel desk quakes It easy to
organize work I Has four roomy drawers
for stationery,
supplies or reference materials. 3 adjustable storag
e compartments, under lock and key to prevent petty
pilferage.
So smartly styled, so beautifully made and priced so low.
40" wide, 29Y2* high, lir
°give Wenn or Cole WILY
baked enamel finish.
He.756

Upholstered With
Foam Rubber

daip.

es 'medico salve cad en*

$8.20

385°
$4.80 each

This table for $1.50
with .very"Steno" Cigar arderad1
"STENO" CHAIR
Prevents office fatigue,
improves efficiency.
Foam rubber cushion,
quality casters, adjustable seat 16Y2 x
Brown, veer, gray or
wine
No. 2815

$29.95

TAME
Uss ft es e misuses's slitik AA,
space it SONO.Ideal for the student
in oho fasilly..Cents,drawer
far 11,0plies•end a shelf for boas. Tyr.writer desk height, 39" wide x lr
deep. Heavy steel. Olive gross or

Cole gray finish .........Pt., 73141 1.118

Sorting File $7.55

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO ORDERS
FOR

Moore Business Forms - Sales Books - Manifo
ld Books
Register Forms - Garage Repair Orders - Spee
disets
ContinousStatements Any Type Business Fo
rms

Prompt Attention Will Be Given By Calli
GREENE WILSON
Telephone 55
•
O. IL flOW11221) CHAMP Law.
Cloetteibooller of St. B.
Y• p.utosh his tre0tor
it Nat.
for'his;
Id the /World
gootcbas at Peebles. 04 next
SAIL Itoth he and Mee. Goettraneeller ginested to watch the
1E56 world matches at Oxford,
England, to see how they are
carried on.
tintirtiffReffaid,

Kir.take Oil WC
Company
TANKS AVAILABLE

• 41

We Have A Complete Line Of

.

SHELL
FUEL
CHIL
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States Want More Industry
In Spite Of Big Successes
By EVERETT R. IRWIN
Press Staff Correspondent
CHICAGO OR —El.ery section
of the country is reaping fruit
from efforts to bag new .industrial plants and payrolls, a United Press survey showed today.
But despite impressive succes:its, every state wants more.
The Alabama Planning a n d
Industrial Development Department said "there has been a
$850 million expansion of industry in the state during the past
18 months."
Georgia reported 121 new
manufacturing
plants
located
there in the first six months of
United

cent of Rhode Island's lu million tions, the state agencies reported
see a fish come down with kidsquare feet of mill space %acat
gains. But a few admitted it was
ney trouble. His concern mainly
by -textiles has been reoccupied difficult to say just how many
Is with the hatcheries where a
since 1947.
of the new plants came their
good deal of research has been
Indiana's industry - enticers way because of their promotion
al
done.
said they've been attracting one efforts.
The kidney bug, whatever it
new plant a week since their
Spites in the West, Southwest
is, has done in a lot of minnows
1936. adding 5,500 jobs and in- advertising campaign g o t into and South have made some of
and the service wants to have as
creasing the states Industrial full swing. Florida claims It's the most startling percentage
many minnows working fort it
the biggest. gainer in the south- gains. But in value of investment
payroll by $18 million.
as possible.
east
in
the
postwar
industrial
the
industrial
Missouri recorded 331 new
northeast appears
Minnows, grownup lady ones
By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
to be holding its lead.
businesses or expansions in 1955. boom.
that as lay eggs and fish eggs
The
Virginia
Departme
United
nt
of
Press Staff Correspondent
with four and one-half million
A Commerce Department exWASHINGTON 411 —It wasn't grow up to be big fish, eating
square feet of plant space and Conservation a n d Development pert who declined to be Identisaid
the
state
has been'successful fied, 'said there
until just this minute that I size.
an investment totaling $37 milis nothing in
Kidney disease in fish, it turns
in a decade-long move to change
lion.
government statistics to indicate learned fish have kidneys.
And having kidneys, like peo- out, is a bacterial infection now
Kansas counted SO new manu- its primarily agricultural essino- that industry is packing its bags
discovered in eastern brook trout
s pzi to an industrial base.
facturing plants in 1955. Tennes-'
in masse and deserting its east- ple, sometimes they have kidney and Pacific salmon.
But you may
Ohio promoters said the Bucktrouble.
see officials reported a record
ern and northern habitat.
All of this adds up to a prob- be sure that federal and state
$178 million invested in new or eye State has now passed PeanHe said industry largely has
fishery
research laboratories are
sylvariia and is second only to
lem for the folks at the Fish and
expanded plants lag year,
branched out where conditions
on the job.
• New YOrif In the value of manuService. Particularly,
Report 'Increased Payrolls
were most favorable because of Wildlife
Rhode Island reported 1955 factured products
Work In Hatcheries
raw materials, labor supply and Dr. Kenneth Wolf, the bacterioindustrial payrolls up $20 milNaturally, the scientists c a n
— more important than formerly logist there.
Most Report Gains
The good doctor is pained to not go running around
lion. State officials said 80 per
With only 4 SOUDIC of excep- — where tax advantages were
under
water looking for fish'with ailing
offered.
kidneys.
Best they can do is to
Most state and private indus- coal miners idled by dieselization
trial development groups appear of rail lines. Kentucky, Vriginia up the misery before the little
to be putting increasing emphasis and Tennessee are campaigning work in the hatcheries and patch
on two points—more small in- for industries to take up t h e finners are turned loose in the
dustries for small communities, slack in coal field employment. waters of the world.
A lot of work is being done.
and greater diversification every- Farm bait states are looking to
industry to supplant jobs lost But more is yet to be done. Labwhere.
through the mechanization of ag- oratories are working on t h
problem in the states of WashNew industry came to 88 Ten- riculture.
nessee cities and towns last year.
All across the country, there's ington, Oregon and California;
In Missouri, 32 per cent of the emphasis on diversification. at the State University of Washexpansion
occurred
in small James King, New Jersey's chief ington, and at the U.S. Fish and
cities or rural areas. More than of promotion, appeared to ex- Wildlife Service fish disease re40 per cent of Kansas' 1955 plant press an almost universal view. search centers at Seattle a n d
acquisitions went to communi"We try for diversifciation," Kearneysville, W. Va.
tiea under 10,000 population.
King said. "One-industry towns
Fish are something like people.
Wyoming seeks new jobs for bring unemployment."
Dr. Stanley Snieszko, of mic-

Fish Have
Kidneys
Says Nichols

FRIDAY — OCTOBER 1'2, 1956
robiological lab at Kearneysville,
and his helpers have discovered
that the critter with fins and
fantail often will respond to the
sulfas — particularly among the
eastern brook trout.
Antibiotics haven't been so
successful, although the scientists
haven't given up on them.
Those fellows are tireless.
Incidentally, everybody says,
that kidney trouble in a fish

cannot be transferred to man.
If a fish comes down with a
set of bad kidneys, it generally
doesn't live long enough to hit
the frying pan.
The Friday dish, wli-eT771—
.
0
tender age, doesn't commonly
make very good eating, anyhow.
And kidney trouble is not catching.
But science moves along.

see
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A RADIATOR CHECK-UP NOW CAN PREVENT
v Costly Engine Damage!
4rfe)
v Loss of Water (or Anti-Freeze)!
v Stalling on the
Highway!
RADIATORS
EXAMINED
and repaired

MARKETING is a crowded. on.-stop chore in Nicoma, capital of Cyprus, during British-Imposed curfew. One of the trucks brought to Ledra street to do business Is shown amid a crowd of
shoppers.
Among them are British soldiers with drawn guns. Stores were kept closed.
(international)

NOW-

S

•

brings you...

ECONOMICAL ...
RADIANT CIRCULATING
ELECTRIC HEAT
IN EASY-TO-CARRY

PORTABLE
HEATERS

...that's why we've installed an
INLAND RADIATOR SERVICING department!

To•Tone Dr.ftwood f;n;sh
Modern Style • toty•To-Cteerm

Factory-Traked Rotator Specialist
To Head This New Automotive Service

HEAT MORE WITH TRI-CORE
The greater efficiency of the Tr -Core

If your car is more than one year old, chances
are
4 to I that your radiator is dangerously plugged! •

heating element is due to i's exclusive design.

Quick, penetrating rad

ant

heat is gently

without a draft or a sound and without
fumes or soot. The s'urdily constructed
ceramic core is guarcnteed for 5 years.

NOW,with our new, modern Inland radiator servicing equipment--operated by a Radiator Repairman
who has just received intensive radiator factory training at Omaha, Nebraska—we can detect and correct
such troubles BEFORE costly repair bills are
necessary!
For example, our new Inland FloTerser (shown in drawing at right).
indicates to what extent your radiator might be plugged. U plugging
exists, our Radiator Repairman chemically cleans it—in jiffy time!

Available in capacities for large and small rooms,
in automatic models.

YOU CAN TAKE IT WITH YOU!
It's so light weight you can easily take it
with you ... upstairs, downstairs . •

Other new, modern Inland equipmini enables us to handle, repair, or

wherever you want quick, comfortable

recore any type radiator—car, truck,
tractor, or industrial unit.

warmth.

STEELE & ALBRITTEN
PLUMBING and ELECTRIC
Murray, Ky.

ALFRED DUNCAN
ELECTRIC SERVICE
Murray, Ky.

WELLS ELECTRIC SHOP
Murray, Ky.

Be Slat to have YOUR radiator
tested every Fall. every Spring, pa a
part of your regular check-up. Or
during major engine overhaul.

Our work is guarasseeed!

al
l° A "Flo-Tesler" measures the water low (In gal.
/ea

WORLD'S LAWNS,
MANVEACTIDIER
Of RADIATOR
SERVICING
EOUIPALINT.

Ions par nanv1•) Ovreaaph yew, radiatra. Adval
Sow is compared with Now-Car New fin specified by the marnolocIvred. Fee intarapl• If• 1955
sun's radicle, Is rahni at 2111 oat pea rninvf•-and, oftef a year, fasts at 14 gni. pat sainsof
this rediehts is SO% plionedl

.

C)Immo mro. co.

As ellvarlang 54 tonallay hooka Poi/ ENE CROWE

19$6

Murray Auto Park*

RICHARD SCARBROUGH
PLUMBING and ELECTRIC
Murray, Ky.

HAZEL ELECTRIC
Hazel, Ky.

•

So say the nation's leading radiator autooritim,
who warn you that radiator plugging and failure
can cost you BIG money in engine repair bills. Or
can stall your car along the road and make you lose
precious driving time, or vacation time!

circulated to every corner of the room,

CALHOUN
PLUMBING and ELECTRIC
Murray, Ky.

TOGS DISPLAY of Woad Rofflofor for•Ltli.
pk•frof troworol of Ws iwogINito
moshitos
Moo lust lostoIN.L

DISTRIBUTORS

OHIO VALLEY SUPPLY CO.

605 Maple St. - Phone 16

FADUCAH, KY.
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Hollywood
Has New
Foreign Star

to nian.
,wn with a
it generally
lugh to hit

along.

pp

4 3c per word for one day, minimum of 17 words for 60o - Sc per word for
three days. Classified ads are payable in advance.
•

church and grocery, on Mayfield
c;t. you.
. Special offer each SaturIHwy., about five miles out, for
day during October. One lisle
{ quick sale at one $2850.
photograph for only $5.95 at
GOOD STOCK BARN, must be A GOOD FIVE room home in TO BABY SET evening in my Loves Studio, 503
Poplar.
ITC
moved to make way for resi- 1 Murray, good location, hardwood home. Would prefer
regular jab,
THERE WI! be a rummage sale
dences in Cireararria subdivision. floors. Electric and gas heat, will also accept others
Experin the Hart Building_ across from
Tongue and groove loft. Call with a extra lot, has G.I. -loan, ienced, reference. Contacf
Mn.
the Ledger Se Times Saturday
Howard Brandon at 486 or 831.'transferable This is a barldn. Linda (Marshall) Thornton,
day015C A NEW MODERN brick home time call 614, night 1890. 015P 'morning beginning at 7 o'clock
_
until 12 noun.
012C
with garage, utility, electre
ONE 385 Gallon gas tank $100.
HOUSE WORK wanted by color1 Nice lot. Good location, a n
FOR YOUR Fuller Brush needs
Can be seen at Triangle inn.
ed
lady.
Experienced, reference.
everything that makes a better'
call Lois Kelly, 1625 Hamilton
Will stay, in home. Phone 719._
121•1C lialiat5 in Murray.
Intone 1430
N1C
012P
USED 1PURNITURE. Some anti- , Galloway Insurance and Refill
Monuments
first class material
ques. Cottage Grove Furniture 'Estate Agency, phone 1062, home.' WANT A RIDE to Calvert City
granite and marble, large selecCo. R. O. Farris, Mgr.
019C , or will carry riders. Working
014C 151-M.
tion styles, sizes. Call 85, home
hours 8:00 to 4:30. Contact Robphone 526. See at Calloway
USED COLEhAN oil heater, 215 2-3IECE Kroehler living room! ert Wilkerson, call 1314-W.
Monument Works, Vester Orr,
gallon oil tank, about 150 gallon suite, makes bed. See at 330 N.
013C
(Avner. West Main St., near colsteal frame. See at 1403 Main Sjh Phone 21-M.
'tege.
SNIEet. Plume. 673.
015P
RENT
Uses electric clipper. Good con- I
MONUMENTS
dition. Call 1103
1 2 ROOM furnished apartment. Murray Marble & Granite Works
'p i TF
-I
Cold and hot water. Bath. 1206 builders of fine memorials for
17" TV with black wrought iron
West Main. Phone 325.
TFC over half century. Porter White,
revolving stand. Antena
and
Manager Phone 121.
N3C
stack. Complete, $85. George
FURNISHED one and two bedFielder, phone 1940 at nights.
room apartments, electric heat,
Singer Sewing machine repre013C
private bath and entrance. BItie
sentative in Murray. For salts,
Gress Motel, Hardin, Ky. .015C
A GOOD 5 room frame- douse
Arviee. repair-eontae. Leon Ilan,
at,) 2 acres, water
ttoute, near
TIC
NICE FIVE room house about 1617 F::tiler Ph. 1622-M
•
five riles out on highway. Ittin-
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE Saseer to Ye
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1-Obtained

4-Repii.ts
9-Emerged
victorious
13-Swiss .set
13-Pres in,
I4-Reverc so•
16-2;rmines

oh of
e!..eirscal
Intenskr

34-Conjunction

s;,-Laruprey•
$7
urm
33- Wager
39-Narrow, flat
hoards
41- 5:rioter's
meas:rei

41'-chur -I, Forel
'
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111-0.toutt hone
tree
20--4.sent WeIght

43-Singing voice
4&-Pr''bihult
46-Animosity

11-Naive
No titian
20-I4ymboll fur
tanitIggi
24- Scoff
21-Bef,•r•
se- Unit of
electrical
power
ow, a••*If
It,
,rt
Roman nods

61 -Nall.. ni•tal
tit -lielnod
64-goddess of
healing
117•- Throush
si;-- is snare of
It- Th,ria,
, in law

3-4, b.,. of
performers
41-Parti.er
6.-Printer •
nteasoif (p1)
0- If, Mews month
1- ...Mil of Peru
3-Heavenly
bodies
11-dpendthrlft
10-Be di..
11-Man'a
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1I-Smooths by
grinding
1111-ifiii.
Provides. and
'
food
2I-CIVeS UP
22-ray window
23-13i1,1
21-MI: .isies
211- India
.rita
Mai - name
intshr
29-D,• r 1111
22-S11.111
Rower
33- Bah.Ionian
rteitv
216
•-.• hi of twe
311-`wollnast•
40-Move furtively

42-Sinall rug

44-No"
god
45- Arti. Ie• of
fur,iture
46-Jump
•
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h
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Chicken house, Liar:qv, and etc. Gallowa,y Insurance
and Real Estee Agency. ph?ne
1062, home 151-M.
013C

'Swarm.fermi

PAGE SEVEN

Gam,

English. I think many Hungarians in show business encourage
the legend about themselves.
"Actually every country
a $
diff.aent types. You can't make
generalizations.
"When I went to England people thought Hungarians were
gloomy. Others get the impression of Hungarians from operetBy ALINE MOSSY
United Press Stan Correepondent tas. Don't people remember that
HOLLYWOOD eft -Hollywood { Prof. St. George of Hungary won
has a neyr Hungarian beauty the Nobel Prize for vitamin C?
that surprised the town by not We have so much ballet and fine
murdering the English language opera in Hungary, and our cornposer Bartok (no relation). We
or being a curvaceous blonde.
•
Eva Bartok is the first actress have lesi gypsy music thq!i in
from Budapest
find stardom Spain."
•
on the American screen since
Chuckle At Jokes
Unfortunately, she says, t h e
Zsa Zsa Gabor. In Hollywood I
Eva also found people expecting average American chuckles at
her to murder the English lai- . those jokes about "this Hungerguagelic
would
Ihv
de nodtellovnelry hse
keuetiHungarian director'aroua
eri h i
tan
mother,
Michael
some "dahlinics". like Zsa Zsa.
Eta. currently divorcing GerBut Eva (pronounced Ave) man actor Curt Jurgens: is
beat.
has so(t
brown hair, big brown big away wolves from her' door
eyes, a figure more like Grace while she works at MGM.
She
Kelly and a face more like Gar- hopes to fLnd more roles here so
bo.
, she can live in Hollywood; otherShe's the star of 20 pictures wise she:U return to Europe.
Her
made in Europe, and MGM im- I home bane 12 in London
although
ported her to co-star 'With Dean she works also in Germany
and
Martin in "10,000 Bedrooms." , France. She became a
British
First Quiet Hungarian
subject in 1931.
"On the se they say I'm the , "That reminds me of Hunger
first quiet Hungarian they've , ian food," 'he mused.
"I never
met," smiled Eva, who is tall had hot Hungarian food
until I
and trim.
went to England. Our food isn't
• "The Hungarians
who have' really hot. Real Hungarian papbeen in show business - well,' rika is not hot, but very
sweet.
Gabriel Pascal, God-rest hinsealk Off this*.country ,they
add peisper I
nobody could, speais such ; bad! to it." ,
•
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HELP WANTED
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OHIO VALLEY TERMINI
Paducah, CORP.
Ky
TER MINIk-Witrict4lArst2inj
, termite (untied EN"
For Information Call

MURRAY LUMBER
COMPANY
Phone 262

-J
CURB BOY for night work. ApZavalRobert
BOY"
"PROBLEM
ply in person at Triangle Inn.
nak, 14, Ls shown after his cap015C
lolling
rifle
following
the
ture
of his father Joseph, 42, in
BreelurVihe. 0.. a Cleveland
suburb. Robert shot his father
to death just before the evening FOR YOUR INSURANCE needs
meal, then fled In the family .
Wilson,' State
erintect
Wayne
station wagon. He ran It into Farm Agent. phone 321.
N 11C
four
into
then
pole,
utility
a
_
autos pared in a lot. Then he YOUR Photo .aph. The ChristLtd afoot.
ans.
:

NOTICE

and kudrey
13harsitAiledi kg King Features Syndicate.
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SYNOPSIS
{Porthelernare, Pm in ca-- Tnliebeeic Place ifttle_pic Via83001.44/‘‹r
Connle P:
..rtun
a surpirierns- were ea
-loss*
n the buainesa end of this isn't it?"
A.4111erhusband's
clurlay ex,'
roused by her
"Off Christopher Dtrect, befor his regular Wednesday i deal. There's a lot of money in
thin t absences. She trailed Steve to a dancing."
tween Greenwich end Seventh,"
private dance atudio and then rea"I'll meet you there. flight
"1 gather. The boss has boys
lized he was taking dance lessons as
a pleasant surprise for her Keeping at Harvard, Yale and Princeton." away."
herself unnoticed. Connie watched
"Connie, I'll go alone ..."
the.door of the studio till Ste.e en
"A tot of money," Bob repeated.
"No, I'll meet you there."
an, went in for • privat• word with "If Mr. Bell doesn't move me up
teacher.
Aor.
found
InstruShe
the
his
"Connie ..."
Anita Farrell. sprawled on the door into an executive job in the next
I hung up.
-shot dead In the corpse's nand few years, 1 might start my own
nerseif.
silhouette
of
was • paper
It took me about five minutes
Confused, Connie's first thought was studio. I've got a tew ideas:'
find a cab and I was on my
to
to cover up for Steve She gratmed
"Well, if you start your own way. Steve would probably take
appointment
the silhouette and the
torget
don't
me.
book at the unattended reception Jcsk place,
the Lexington Avenue Subway to
outside and went home to confront . "A number of We mat teachUnion Square, then a taxi. That
stc.e. She had to believe bis taxerconsider
would
goine
nere
ers
otions of his innocence.
would be fastest for him: he
7 Police promptly got the names at with me. 1 get along pretty weir might even beat me there in sp..°
all Miss 2 airell'a pupils and began with people."
of my eighteen block head start,
D. ni Wedcheching to identify the
"Pin sore you do, Bob."
nesday waltzer. VThen Lunn_ Bolling
Muth1
The traffic utis
•
•
. In the
Stay.
asked Steve his lesson time.
"People are my main interest. garment district of the West
said 3 o'clock Saturday From the
Stolen appointment bO011 Steve :ook I've made a study of then'. TheY Thirties we got tied up 80 badly,
the lesson time of • Ralph To.iey tascinate me."
stopped so dead that the driver
Whont billing harm t cOntaelbti-ve.
The gray eyes behind the pro- picked up a newspaper. He shook
Using the name ['este, Frost. and
tessorial
spectacles
seemed
sudwith a plan in mind to save Steve
it out, spread it across theisteerConnie got Miss Farrell's teaching dewy to be delving into my in-,
ing wheel. 1 leaned torward and
Job. Connie noticed • venitiatot .n
nermost
being.
decided
1
that
l
Ceiling
of
read the headline: COPS PRESS
Studio K -the murder
the
room-and set snout exploring the wouldn't stick around to be mu.- SEARCH FOR WALT....ER.
pOstibility ot the gunshot having lyzed. Some other day, maybe.
The driver said, "The sooner
come from there. Wh:Ie up on a estBut right now I had a more ur- they get that creep, the better."
et su
ex ltint
a lm
tu
ief
k over
dioalsneer
o ,tensard
i ilivro
a
Iran gent matter to -attend to. As I
"Yes," 1 said.
and a giri arguing whether h. should
chance going to •Rhinetseck Pitt-, • turned away irom Bob Spencer
"The streets ain't safe with hire
That is where the late Misa Farrell the realization flicked through loose."
Ii sed
my mind that my new acquaint"No," I said.
Downstairs again. Connie spots a
policeman acquaintance atd fearfully ance couldn't have been less in"An out-and-out maniac, that
ducks into another studio.
terested in the life and death of
CHAPTER 10
'The stuu.o was large, used ob•
I viou.sly tor group lessons, and
at the far end of it was a young
man. He seemed genuinely
.1 anxious to neip me. His diffidence, the clear sparkle of his
rimless eyeglasses reminded me
instantly of a nigh school history
teacher of mine. Mr. Linden s
scholarly diffidence and the clear
sparkle ot his eyeglasses nad
made him my first intellectual
hero. As the young roan came
across the studio toward me, I
wondered for what demure little
chick's sake he was learning to
dance. Then I realized that if
t tie were a student, he would hard.1y he so 8011eilOilS o. my *lettere.
"Are you a teacher?" I asked.
He smiled at the surprise in
my voice. "Yes, 1. ant."
"Well, so am It I'm Just ,kind
of going arming and getting acquainted. This -is my lost day.
"You're Hester Frost. I've
heard about yqu taking Anita
Farreire place. I'm Bob Spencer."
I
-How 410 you do, Bob"'
We shook hands.
"Welcome to Crescent," he
said.
"Thanks. Have you been working here tong?"
-This is my twelfth year.
1
stetted here as soon as I got
out of the service." agama
was emu:ed at my reaction. He
said, "Y uu're surprised that a
num count teach dancing that
e e long. Well, maybe_
caa suittit
prise you even more. I Mein t
start Working here becaUlle I was
an actor out of work or a himgry writer or a struggling artist
took the job because I thought
I might enjoy it .
nod I uo

DON'T BE NERVUSSifTHiS WILL APPEAL TO
ENeRs/ MAN,WOMAN,
AN BEAST IN
cT

'
1255 by Kolialf 22006

Waltzer," the driver said. "He
Anita Farrell. In fact, his indif- should be shot on sight, like a
tereuce to the murder was slight- mad dog."
ly chilling.
"The light is green no,'.',' I
Mr. Spencer had, however. said.
served ins purpose. the corriUur
"If this was any place but New
was empty; I had been able to. York City tnere u be a posse out
eluue my friend, the policeman. for him. He should be strung up
I got down the hall, through the on the first pole, hung."
reception room and into an ele"The tight is green," I said
vator without any further trouble. again.
From a phone booth in the downWe got moving. Eelow Pennstair's lobby, I called home. Steve sylvania Station we urcn.e into
was there.
toe clear and made &hire lime.
"Connie, what the hell . . ."
1 got out at Christopher and
"Darling, listen!"
Setenth, walked the half blo,.k
I had some trouble making him
listen. But by talking fast, so '
eab
ittninebeek Piece was actually a
that lie couldn't get a word in short &Deet with a dead end.'on
edgewise, 1 told him about my each side of it were 0311 ow, tourjob ahd.wby I had taken it. The story brownstone housee. .The
details, I said, I would fill in blank wall of what seeawo I.o I:5
later: Then 1 iold him shout a a warehouse iaimed 'the
man and a girl and Rioneoeck It liad.been Painted a trean
Place.
some ivy MIS trying afespera.eiy
"Steve," •I said, "he might be to storin its ramparts.
going down to Anita's apaitment.
Steve wesn't in sight.
.Number 11 was Inc next to
She lived on Rhinebeck Place.
saw it in the paper. We've got list building on the left. In its
to find out who this guy is and vestibule I round the name Farrell under one of the eight mailwhat he wants there."
"Maybe he's been there and boxes. Anita s apartment was one
flight up, the rear halt of the
gone by now."
"No, I think he's still upstairs. parlor floor ot this former one
The lesson hour isn't quite{ over family house.
stepped back onto the sideyet."
"All right. I'll come over to walk. Tnere was still no sign of
the school and we'll follow him Steve. I started toward Christopher Street to wait for him
..
"Steve, we can't! I don't know there. A young man popped
ham, I didn't see him. 1 only around the corner. He was a
young man In such a hurry -and
heard ins voice."
!!Can't ycu pick him up oetzede with . a manner 10 determ,..-d I
"toad: red it
{
the studio he's in now?"
"No. I can't go rack .{1:. :airs
Hanions .
you know._ Loiartg s
pal, is hanging around. An I you
aa ay Irma bare. Steve.
stay
Tomorrow: Steve baits a trap
Listen, the only thing we can do
Ii go to Rhinebeck Place anti with Donnie. Continuo Ch..{ater
watch tor a firS who's interested 11 of "The Blonde .Died
in Anita & 4.11 1. .• 4 111/.11.1.1CilL
in IL.', Deb:444:4;er,
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FOR THE RRS TIME
ON ANY STAGETHAT NEW COMBINATION OF ANGELIC
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YOKUM WILL
NOW, UNASSISTED,
LIFT THE WORLD'S
LARGEST SILVER
PLATTER-

ARRIE ors'

-ON WHICH HE
WILL. SERVE HD
YOU -THAT
DAINTIEST OF
ALL DISHES-

YOKUM WILL HOLD HIM ALOFT, 7=r-_:p
THE ENTIRE q -HOUR CONCERT!! )
IT'S THE GREATEST COMBINATION
OF BEAUTIFUL MUSIC AND
5EAUTIFUL MUSCLES EVER
SEEN BY MAN OR BEAST!!

SLATS
Its.Astrry,

VES- IT'S THE YACHT CF
THE WEALTHY AMERICAN,
SLATS SCRAPPLE.' HEEDING,
NO DOUBT, THE CALL OF
- ROMANCE "
L

AND I PRAY
71147 /WY SWEET
PAUL /5 W/TN
HIM,'

"
P AH, MY DEAR FRIENDru.. BET Y01.) HAVE,'
WE - PRINCESS HEIDI
WELL, I BROUGH7
AND L THAT IS ALONG A PAL OF
WONDERIA) WHEN sitOU
MINE - A GUY
WOULD RETURN.'
WORTH A COOL TEN
MILLION- CARE
HIM?

Meer

Tt)

n

Buz.

jT

T-TiN (GASP) MILLION'
YOu MEAN DOLLARS,
NATURALLY WED BE
HONORED TO - WHAT
ARE `IOU DOING HERE '?

HE'S THE GUY I WAS
ELLINC- YOU ABOUT,
COUNT - SHAKE HANDS
WITH TEN MILLION
SMACKERS.' /

•

z

0 s o. PI -All *Ary •••••,•99
,,s. by lad 9.999,••• Sr.9.9591.

V-'U MEAN THAT THIS
AUSERACLE PAUPER 15
NOW WORTH (GASP) TEN
MILLION DOLLARS IP

I ALWAYS SUSPECTED
THAT DEEP DOWN YOU WERE A MAN OF
RARE CIIARACTER ,
MY FRIEND,'

OBJECTIONS? OF COURSE NOT.' I'M A MAN
WHO ADMIRES ChiAR.ACTER `IOU (CHUCKLE)
HAVE ATTAINED A MAGNIFICENT CKARACTEF
MY BLESSINGS ON YOU (30TH '
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THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

•-

FRIDAY - OCTOBER 12. 1956

HARVEST SALE OCTOBER 11th - 20th

BELK
SETTLE

•

•

COMPANY
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

LADIES
FIRST QUALITY
51 Gauge - 15 Denier

100%

r

GOOD ASSORTED COLORS

All Wool Jersey $1.98

HOSE

Yd

59c pr.

prs. $11.00

New FALL WOOLENS

Mink
ELASTIC SI.IP-ON

• SOLIDS

IRONING BOARD COVERS $1.00

• PLAIDS

$2.95

Yd.

• TWEEDS

MONTROSE - SILICARE

NEW FALL TWEEDS & CHECKS Yr& $129
Ironing Board Pad and Cover
Fits All Metal and Wood Ironing Tables
•

ONE BIG TABLE NEW FALL

$
1000

CANNON TOWELS (Ext;:::lesaiv LOO
CANNON TOWELS (HeRaz"
:
2 44) 79c

fashion ... at savings!
of new fabrics ... woolens.
cottons, silks, rayc.ns,
miracle blends ... ready and
fell wardrobe. .. pricer!
amazingly low, too.

CANNON TOWELS 39c 3.$1

4

18:30 - The All American-Large, Super Absorbent

DISH TOWELS

4,000 YARDS

NEW FALL PRINTS
Values to 59c

yd.

right for the famil)'s

20x40 - Solids and Stripes

EXTRA-EXTRA SPECIAL!

3,000 YARDS
Regular 39C

Now, choose from yards

1

I-mit

SPECIAL
PRINT
S
2fte

Sew your way to

HEAVY - Solids and Stripes

kr...2

59c

PRINTS

SPECIAL on TOWELS

CANNON TOWELS 59c 2-

YARD

5 for $1.00

THIS
SALE
ONLY
Per Inch

yes. SLOO:

36-IN. FAST COLOR

NEW FALL

Prints

ABC PRINTS

Spring Knight Sheet Special

ONE BIG TABLE
• DARK and LIGHT COLORS
• EXTRA GOOD PATTERNS

39e yd.

•81x108 . . . . $1.89 • double fitted $1.89
•81x 99 . . . $1.79 •single fitted $1.79
• 72x108 . . . $1.79 •81x108 Spring Maid
•63x 99
$1.59
colored $2.59 21$5

3

59c

YDS.
$
1

E.

YD.

ONE BIG TABLE

BLANKETS

Costume Jewelry

$1

NEW FALL DRAPERY MATERIAL
special $1.00 yd. others $149& $1." uP

& $1.98 Pins Tax

RAYON - NYLON
72 x 84

4-Lb.

CHENILLE

4.95
72x90

BED

SPREADS

$3.95 - $10.95

NEW FALL- Good Assortment Colors

RAYON - NYLON

$7.95

MOORSVILLE GINGHAM - - - - yd 98e.
lin

SPREADS

100% WOOL BLANKETS

72x84

100% WOOL BLANKETS . . . . 72x90
DOUBLE BLANKETS,5% Wool .

$8.95
.

$12.95

66x80 . $3.95

DOUBLE BLANKETS,5% Wool . . 70x80 . . $4.95
SINGLE BLANKETS,5% Wool

66x80 .

$2.49

SINGLE BLANKETS,5% Wool . . 70x80 . . . $2.95

04/•egfizWe,-*A4ri

$2i.955.95

NEW FALL

EXTRA SPECIAL!!
FINE WALE

QUILTED
SKIRTING

READY MADE

DRAPES

CORDUROY
- All The New Fall Colors

(Made Of Housecoat Material)

Reg. $1.29 yrd.

$1.79 yd.

2.95
3.95
5.95

THIS SALE
ONLY

FALL SUITING
To $1.98 YARD

alga, Vjeo,
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$16
00 Yd.

SOLIDS ot
PLAIDS If
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